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In this note we announce some results on existence and isotopy of 
embeddings. In the first section we consider the case of codimension 1 
and study the problem of smooth or piecewise linear embedding of 
manifolds in manifolds of one dimension higher. The isotopy result 
may be considered as a generalization of the Schönflies theorem. In 
the second section we attack the problem of smooth embedding for 
codimension k>2 and here our results generalize results of Levine 
[ó], who treated the problem of knotted spheres. For codimensions 
k>2 our results reduce problems of embedding 1-connected mani
folds of dimension ^ 5 in 2-connected manifolds, to problems in homo-
topy theory. Codimension 2 appears more difficult as usual, and the 
techniques used here do not seem to work for that case. In the third 
section, for the metastable range we obtain new existence and classi
fication theorems for embeddings (rather than embedded submani-
folds as in §2). Levine [5] proved analogous results for embedding in 
Sn+k but there is no obvious relation between his theorems and ours, 
even when the bigger manifold is taken to be Sn+k. 

We state the existence and isotopy theorems for closed manifolds, 
but analogous results for manifolds with boundary hold, for boundary 
embedded in boundary. 

All embeddings will be smooth unless explicitly stated to the con
trary. 

The full exposition will appear later. 

1. Codimension 1. L e t / : M-+X, g: M—>Fbe maps and define the 
double mapping cylinder of ƒ and g to be the space Z — X \J 
M X [ - 1 , \]\JY with the identifications (x, - 1 ) = / ( * ) £ X , (x, 1) 
= g ( x ) G F for all x G M. We write Z = XVJfMXPJgY. By replacing 
X and Y by mapping cylinders of ƒ and g, we get Z — XKJ F, M = XC\ Y. 

1 The author was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-2425. 
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A space M is said to satisfy Poincaré duality in dimension n if 
HnM = Z, with generator g, and fig: Hi(M)—^Hn^i(M) is an isomor
phism for every i. 

If (Zi, X2, Xz, XA) and (Yu F2, F3, F4) are triads, X! = X 2UX 3 , 
I 4 = I 2 n Z 3 , F x = F 2 UF 3 , F4 = F 2 n F 3 , a map h: X1-*Y1 is said to 
be a homotopy equivalence of triads if A(X t)CF» and h\X{ is a 
homotopy equivalence of Xi with F*, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a 1-connected finite polyhedron satisfying 
Poincaré duality in dimension n*z 5. Let X, Y be spaces with HnX 
= 2 I n F = 0 , f:M->X, g:M->Y maps such that ƒ*: H2M->H2X, 
g*: H2M->H2Y are onto and let Z^X\JSMXI^JQY. Finally let Wn+l 

be a closed 1-connected smooth (piecewise linear) manifold and h: W—*Z 
a homotopy equivalence. Then there is a smooth (p.L) n-submanifold 
Nnd Wn+1 such that W=AVJB, A, B, (n+1)-manifolds with boundary 
dA =dB = N = Ar\B, and such that h is homotopic to a homotopy equiv
alence of triads, (W, A, B, N) with (Z, X, F, M). Further, such 
N, A, B, are unique up to a pseudo-isotopy2 of W. {Compare [2] and 

[8]-) 

Note that the condition on H2 is automatically satisfied if W is 
2-connected. 

A homotopy equivalence of smooth manifolds/: M\—>M2 is called a 
tangential equivalence if ƒ*(TMI®C1) = T M 2 © C 1 where TM< is the tan
gent bundle of Mi, eq = trivial q plane bundle. An analogous definition 
makes sense in the case of p.L manifolds, using the tangent micro-
bundles (see [7]). 

THEOREM 1.2. With the hypothesis of (1.1), if in addition M is a 
smooth (p.l.) n-manifold and if (k\ M)*(TW) = T M ® € 1 as vector bundles 
(as p.L microbundles), where k is a homotopy inverse of h, then M is 
tangentially equivalent to N. 

Let vw be the normal bundle (microbundle) to W for an embedding 
of WQSn+k, k large. Then the homotopy class CwÇÎTrn+k(Tvw) of the 
collapsing map S***—>T(vw) = t h e Thorn complex of vw will be called 
a "normal invariant of W," (similarly for M). If £ is a bundle over 
Z, £ | M X ( i , !) has total space E « | M X ( i , f)) = £ « | MXi)X(h t ) 
= E((%\ MXi)®€1). Then there is a natural collapsing map rj: T(£) 
->r( (É | M)® e1). If (k\ M)*(TW) =TM®€1 it follows that (k\ M)*rw is 
stably equivalent to VM SO th<itiîwesetÇ = k*(vw),Ç\M=(k\M)*(vw), 

* Embedded smooth submanifolds Mi, M*(Z V are pseudo-isotopic if there exists a 
diffeomorphism F of VXI with F(x, 0) = (x, 0), F(x, !) = (ƒ(*), 1) and fMi - Mi. 
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and (£| M)®el is equivalent to VM for some embedding of M(ZSn+k, 
k large. (In the piecewise linear case we must add trivial bundles eq 

for some q to both sides.) Then considering rj: T(VW)—*T(VM) we get: 

THEOREM 1.3. With hypotheses as in (1.1) and (1.2), if in addition 
V*(cw) =CM, some normal invariant f or M, then M is diffeomorphic to 
N # 2 , where 2 is a homotopy n-sphere which bounds a parallelizable 
manifold. In particular, if n is even, M is diffeomorphic to N. (In the 
piecewise linear case, M is p.L equivalent to Nfor all n.) 

2. Codimension k>2. Given a manifold Mn, we first consider the 
problem of embedding it in a manifold Wn+k from the point of view 
of finding a &-plane bundle £ over M which we would like to be the 
normal bundle, and applying the results of §1 to embed the sphere 
bundle EQ up to homotopy or tangential equivalence in W, with one 
complement homotopy equivalent to E, the disk bundle of £. Then 
we show that one complement is a disk bundle. Our results may be 
considered generalizations of [6]. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let Mn, Wn+k be closed, 1-connected, smooth mani
folds, w è 5, k>2, ^ a k-plane bundle over M, E, E0, total spaces of the 
disk bundle and sphere bundle respectively associated to £. Let Y be a 
space with Hn+k-iY=0, f: E0—>Y a map such that ƒ*: HIEQ-^H^Y is 
onto, and let Z — EKJ/Y. Let h: Z—+W be a homotopy equivalence such 
that h*Tw\E~TE> If n^2 mod 4, then there is a submanifold Nn of 
Wn+k, and a map h'^hr1, such that h'(N)CM, h' is a tangential 
equivalence of N with M, h'*(%)= normal bundle of N in W, and 
h'\ W—N is a homotopy equivalence with Z — MÇ—Y. 

In (2.1), since (h*Tw)\E — TE, it follows that if v% is the normal 
bundle to Wn+k in Sn+k+<* for q large, then (h*vQ

w)\E = vQ
E and hence 

((*|jtf)**V) ©£* = # • . Then since the total space of VM is an open 
subspace of the total space of h*(vw), and h is a homotopy equiva
lence, there is a natural collapsing map rj: T(VW)—*T(VM). 

THEOREM 2.2. With the hypothesis of (2.1), but for any n ̂  S, k > 2, if 
in addition rj*(cw) ~cM, where cwÇz7Tn+k+q(T(vw)) is a normal invariant 
for W and CME:7rn+k+q(T(pM)) is a normal invariant for M, then M can 
be embedded in W with normal bundle £, and complement W—M homo
topy equivalent to Y, as in (2.1). 

The set of pseudo-isotopy classes of pairs (Sn+k, 2 n ) , where 2W is a 
homotopy w-sphere CSn+k, forms a group 0n+k'n under connected sum 
if k>2 (see [4] and [6]). Then 6n+k>n acts by taking the connected 
sum on the set of pseudo-isotopy classes of (Wn+k, M%) where M1^ 
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is tangentially equivalent to Mn. Let JCOn+k'n, k>2, n = 2q — l, be 
the subgroup generated by (Sn+Jc, 2n)=d(Dn+k+\ U)> where U is a 
framed (q— 1)-connected 2g-manifold in Dn+k+l of index 8 if g is even, 
or Arf invariant 1 if q is odd, so that S n generates On(dw), (see [6]). 
Define 7 = 0 if n is even. Note that J = dzPn+i in notation of [6]. 

For a closed manifold Mn let J(M)QJ be the subgroup of J of 
pairs (Sn+k, Sn) such that 2 # Af is diffeomorphic to Af. Since 6n(dir) 
is cyclic of finite order it follows that J(M) is cyclic of finite index in 
/ , with index [J: J(M)] dividing the order of On(dw). In particular 
J(M) always contains J' — subgroup of J of index (order of 6n(dir)) 
consisting of pairs (Sn+k, Sn), where Sw is diffeomorphic to 5 n , and in 
some cases is equal to that subgroup, for example for homotopy 
spheres, or certain 7r-manifolds (see [ l ] ) . If k is in the metastable 
range k>(n+3)/2, then 0n+k>n is isomorphic to 0n and the subgroup 
J1 is trivial, although J(M) may still be nontrivial. For k below the 
metastable range J' is infinite cyclic for n = 4q — 1 (see [6] and [4]). 

Let (Wn+k
y M?) and (Wn+k, M£) be two embeddings of smooth 

manifolds in Wn+k, with normal bundles £i and £2 respectively. Let 
jEo(£*)=the (k — l)-sphere bundle associates to £t-, £(Ç<) the fe-disk 
bundle, i = l , 2, and let u*: E0(i;i)—*W—Mi be the inclusion of the 
boundary of a tubular neighborhood of Mi into the complement of 
Mi. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let M and W be closed, 1-connected, n^5, k>2, and 
suppose Ui*: H2(Eo(Çi))—>H2(W—Mi) is onto, i=l, 2. Then (W, Mi) 
is pseudo-isotopic to ( W, M2) modulo the action of J if and only if there 
exists a bundle mapf: £1—>£2, covering a homotopy equivalence e : M\-*M2 

and a homotopy equivalence g: W— M\-+W—M2 such that 
(1) the diagram 

X 

-Eotti) ^ £ofe) 
1 Ui lu2 

W - Mt-^W - M2 

commutes up to homotopy and 
(2) the map h : W—+W induced by e>f and g is homotopic to the identity 

of W, where to define h we consider W as the double mapping cylinder of 
the maps Vi\ Eo(^i)—^E(^i) (the inclusion of the space bundle into the 
disk bundle) and Uii Eo—*W-~Mi. 

If Mi is diffeomorphic to M2 replace J by / (Mi ) . 

For W = Sn+k we have the following corollaries of (2.1)-(2.3). 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let Mn be a \-connected closed smooth oriented mani
fold n^5 and £* be a k-plane bundle over M, k^2. Suppose a^Tn+k(T(^)) 
is such that h(a) = <î>([Af]), where h = Hurewicz homomorphism, 
$> = Thorn isomorphism, [M]=the orientation class of MÇzHn(M). 

(1) If n is odd then there is a homotopy equivalent manifold M'CS*1*1**1 

with normal bundle ^©e1 and normal invariant S (a). 
(2) If n — 4q and Lq(pi(^), • • • , pq(l;)) —index of M, the same con

clusion holds, where pi(0 are the dual Pontrjagin classes of £, and Lq 

is the Hirzebruch polynomial. 
(3) If TM®% is trivial, and n^2 mod 4, then M is tangentially 

equivalent to M' (ZSn+k+1 with normal bundle £ © e1 and normal invariant 
2(a). 

(4) If £ © e* is equivalent to the stable normal bundle vk+9 to M C Sn+k+', 
s large (which is equivalent to T M © £ being trivial) and if in addition 
2*(a) CzTrn+k+8(T(p)) is a normal invariant for M then MCS*1***1 with 
normal bundle £©ex and normal invariant 2(a) (where we have used the 
bundle equivalence to identify £ © e8 with v). 

Note that -E0(£© ^ / ( canon ica l cross section) is homeomorphic to 
T(&). The condition on a implies that T(Ç)^Sn+k\/T(£0), where 
£o = £| M— (point). Hence one may take Y=T(%0) and apply (2.1)-
(2.2) to the bundle £©€i. 

Let (Sn+k, Mi)y i = l, 2, be embeddings of 1-connected closed 
smooth manifolds Mi and M%, with oriented normal bundles vi and 
normal invariants a*G^rn+&(3n(^t-)), i = l, 2. Applying (2.3) we get: 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let b: V\—>V<L be a bundle map covering a homotopy 
equivalence of degree + 1 of M\ with M2, and let T(b): T(vi)—*T(v2) 
be the induced map of Thorn complexes. Then the embedded manifolds 
Mi and Mi are pseudo-isotopic modulo J one dimension higher, i.e. in 
Sn+k+1. (If Mi is diffeomorphic to M2, replace J by J(Mi).) 

3. The metastable range. By a (k — 1) -spherical fibre space 
£: EQ—^^M, we mean that w is a fibre map in the sense of Serre and 
the fibre w~1(x) is homotopy equivalent to 5*""1 (any xÇ.M). 

THEOREM 3.1. Let Mn be a smooth, closed, 1-connected manifold, 
£: EQ—>TM a (k — 1)-spherical fibre space over M, k^(n + S)/2, n+k 
^ 6. Let ƒ : E0—» Y be a map, such that ƒ* : H^E^-^H^ Y is onto, Z = ilAJ* 
EoXI\JfY the double mapping cylinder, and suppose Z is homotopy 
equivalent to a smooth 1-connected closed manifold Wn+k. Then the map 
M—>W obtained from the composition M—>Z—>W is homotopic to an 
embedding of Mn in Wn+k with normal bundle fibre homotopy equivalent 
to £. (Compare with (2.2).) 

file:///-connected
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For using (1.1) we get an embedded (w+&)-submanifold AQ.W 
and {A, dA) homotopy equivalent to {M, E0). Then the homotopy 
equivalence M-+A is homotopic to an embedding of M in A by a 
theorem of Haefliger [3]. I t follows easily that the normal bundle is 
fibre homotopy equivalent to E0. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let Mn be a smooth, closed, l-connected manifold, 
Wn+k smooth closed l-connected manifold, k>{n+3)/2, n+k^5, and 
let fi, ƒ2 be two embeddings of Mn in Wn+k such that fi* and f2*: H2M 
-^HiW are onto, and let v\ and v2 be the normal bundles of fi and f2 re
spectively. Then f 1 is isotopic to j2 if and only if there is a fibre homotopy 
equivalence g: E0{PI)-^E0{V2) and a homotopy equivalence h: W—fiM 
—^W—fzM such that the diagram 

Eo{vi) -> EO{T>2) 

i Ï 
W -fiM->W -fiM 

commutes, and such that the induced map of W-+W is homotopic to the 
identity. {Compare with (2.3).) 

These results seem related to those of Levine [5]. Levine's theo
rems do not seem to follow from ours, but we have the following corol
lary analogous to Levine's situation. 

If £: Eo—>TM is a {k — 2)-spherical fibre space, let the Thorn com
plex T(£) = M\J TrC{E0), where c{E0) is the cone on E0. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let Mn be a closed smooth l-connected manifold, 
and let %: E0—>TM be a {k — 2)-spherical fibre space, k^{n+3)/2, 
n + k^6 and let a^Trn+k-i{T{^)) be an element which goes onto the 
generator of Hn+k~i{T^) under the Hurewicz homomorphism. Then there 
is an embedding of M in Sn+k with normal bundle fibre homotopy equiv
alent to £ © e \ {the {k — 1)-spherical fibre space obtained from Whitney 
sum with trivial S° bundle). {Compare with (2.4).) 
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